
Nova Interaction is hiring a Web Developer

Nova Interaction is is a creative and digital communication agency that comprises of multi-
talented and highly cognitive geeks passionate about creativity, technology and digital. We are
the specialist in delivering innovative digital transformation services. We have more than a few
handfuls mind-blowing, efficient and tailored strategies up our sleeves, whenever it comes to
design and technology, namely creation of dynamic websites, exceptional high quality and
meaningful designs, top-notch technology development, etc and which position us among the
best agencies on the market.

Sector of Activity: Creative & Digital Communication agency

Situated at: MU, Meldrum Street, Beau Bassin-Rose Hill 71501

Duties are as follows:

∙Assist in technical conception of website and web / mobile application with visual aid tools like
schemas, diagrams and flowcharts
∙Research, write, edit and debug web page and web / mobile application using the following
languages and frameworks chosen by the company HTML, CSS, JS, PHP, MySQL, AS3
∙Assist in designing and optimization of elements for web / mobile / interactive devices.
∙Integrate and format content using CSS and valid XHTML as per W3C consortium in web
systems, applications, static web pages and databases.
∙Ensure compatibility of development for various browser and devices to ensure consistency and
replication of design provided to an interactive state as per guidelines and standards.
∙Ensure labeling, commenting of code and file naming as per proper coding ethics and ensure
optimization
∙Ensure security of information at all levels of coding, publishing and databases, server at all
time and secure access control.
∙Respect deadlines and ensure delivery as per approved time frames.
∙Perform any other cognate duties as may be necessary in the circumstances and/or required by
the employer.
∙Perform all project administration tasks to plan, input, record, follow and report all projects as
well as keep the files and databases clean of unnecessary duplicates or unused files and data.

We are currently looking for degree holders in Software Engineering
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Duration: Full time

Experience: (Optional)

Remuneration: According to experience and skills

Working Days/ Time: From Monday to Friday- 8:30 to 5pm

Send your CV/ Motivation Letter on: info@nova-ix.com

By: 3rd July 2023

Learn more on their company: https://nova-ix.com/
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